Leila Lawrence
FOR TREASURER

2nd YEAR HSPS
OUTGOING FRESHERS' OFFICER

lml48@cam.ac.uk

WHY ME?
☆ Part of the double act that brought you a freshers' week in spite of covid
☆ One of the DDS New Writing Officers
☆ Former senior editor at The Tab
☆ Worked various admin jobs
☆ organised, approachable and fair ☆

PROPOSED BY: DANIEL OWEN SECONDED BY: HANNA LADBROOKE

AIMS
• Build on Fran's work to make decisions, allocations, and the request process as transparent as possible
• Allocate more money to ents as and when corona allows
• Liaise with college to come up with a new system for freshers' week finances to make it easier for all parties involved
• Respond frequently and quickly to emails, explaining decisions clearly
• Maintain accountability by ensuring all societies have a senior treasurer
• Continue the initiative fund to encourage new societies